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 In memory of Denis Puleston,
 taken by lightning, Chichen Itza,
 1978

 "Let the order of ideal time
 be asserted and let me
 be at the center in the
 fire which is still
 and does not consume":
 and aging man
 walking up a steep street,
 his mouth on the move
 as if he were speaking.
 the city he walks is four hundred
 and fifty years old - add him
 for half a millenium.

 In the photographs
 of the city taken in those days,
 there are, even in empty streets,
 shadows against walls but no people.
 He sees the trees
 surrounding Santo Domingo so tall
 they are as tall as the trees of
 the imagination of his childhood,
 as he walks backwards in time
 with his neck to the future
 like a victim. The house walls

 of this city are low
 but fall still further inwards
 when entered into,
 gardens of inner light
 his adolescence loved
 where his native country
 bathed in her body liquids
 at the very center of the earth.
 Later: they moved that navel
 of earth and sky many times,
 his own centers shifted,
 taking over every quarter of the globe.

 He was an empire, you might have said,
 to himself - tho a silent one,
 little publicized: no cult centers,
 no tourist venues. In the gardens,
 there are enough lillies to bury all poets,
 first and foremost the poet fool enough
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 to decree that one garden be all white
 (the one he lived in)
 against the natural miscegenation of colors.
 In his city, there was to be
 no racism, the aging man decreed -
 he was tired of all
 that reminded him of difference,
 the record-keeping of difference,
 the separating sessions,
 the various faces of time. "Let it all
 behave together now and not have me
 trying to put salt like a child
 on a sparrow's tail" seemed to say
 the voice of the man coming upstreet
 to the domes with snakes in their hair
 and inharmonious bells.
 Inside the aging man,
 there is a young man running
 in all directions at once, trying to reach
 at breakneck speed, and simultaneously,
 what the older man tries to reach slowly
 if he wishes to reach it at all.

 The young man wakes early
 to be first in a bus line
 for distant mountain villages
 on fiesta days when they light up the church
 like a living heart. He has spent
 all night calculating how many
 ravishing textiles he can afford
 from a store in the Calle Gabriela
 the morning after next.
 He also has his eye
 on a new edition of the doings of conquest
 which may cost him a meal or two
 if he is going to hit every fiesta
 and buy every one of those textiles.
 The older man wearies fast
 with the comings and goings
 of the younger man inside him
 so that he finds it difficult

 to bite exactly on his own aspirations.
 "The order of ideal time may be approaching,
 it is possible poets do not have the exact
 knowledge of their own life's courses the way I
 think they do, from birth to death"
 he whispers to himself, coming up hill,
 towards Comitan 7 where he is staying

 without much rhyme or reason.
 He has a habit
 of landing up more often than he used to
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 in places unrelated to himself.
 "I should therefore be doing something
 a little more precise than my daily program,
 I should be able to

 make up my mind whether to move
 backwards or forwards from here

 if, I mean, backwards or forwards signifies
 in a dedicated life."
 "Why", some one had asked him, on the day before,
 "why, having done something as good, professionally,
 as - citing some article in a Textbook - you should
 change names, countries, jobs,
 leave family and children
 disappear like a thief in the night"
 his could-be colleague had asked, then, jumping:
 "but you are changing courses again now,
 that is visible" the colleague said, and our man:
 "As to changing courses (with marked fa?
 tigue) "no, merely pushing this course a little,

 what is already there, don't you see,
 and stressing this a little instead of that,
 but, change,
 deflecting courses, no, I think not",
 whereupon the could-be colleague,
 asked about politics of land and oil
 knew very little about such matters
 and very little about a major airfield to the south
 or the size of a related army base:
 they were on the wrong scale of analysis.

 The only thing our friend could get his teeth into
 was that they were destroying in the south
 a place he had always felt to be a candidate
 for the exact belly-button place;
 it was being destroyed with high-rise,
 appropriation of native lands and jobs,
 gollf clubs, air strips, floating hotels,
 condominiums of senior citizens of his own county
 and of the county in which the place stood.
 "Perhaps" he thought, as he went into his room,
 "it would be good to try to save the place"
 which was a lake, and stood up inside his memory
 every time he thought of it, as if a wall
 of water had stood up inside his head,
 draining all else.
 Now, at the evocation
 of the lake being saved, the buildings bombed
 or otherwise pulled down, against development,
 against all likelihood, the volcanoes
 going back to their pristine
 mirrorring of themselves in the lake,
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 cloud-fingers at dawn unseen by anyone
 except the workers in the smoking villages,
 another place he had recently come from
 came to his mind, a place he had tried
 in his youth to get to, twenty five years before,
 and failed because of empty pockets.
 It was the year exactly
 the belly of the earth was being opened
 and a huge stone, down in the underworld,
 gave birth to the city's king,
 enabled our scholars to name him,
 to have some bite on him,
 and out of this was dawning,
 even among the driest minds,
 (like an emergence from the first earth,
 or from a conch shell - the history of music -
 or from the smoke in the gods' cigars
 when they'd been smoking stars all night)
 a confluence of such knowledge, breaks in the code
 of such a magnitude, that not only this city,
 but all the cities round about, the whole empire,
 was perhaps about to be understood.
 And, so many years later,
 with a fatter purse, he had at last been able
 to go there. "This people" he had thought
 as he approached the place
 at long long last:
 older and older buses,
 the place being far
 away from anything,
 mule trains for days,
 a strip in the jungle,
 a small plane lifting him
 high into rain-cloud
 flying like that for hours
 to the limits of fuel,
 before leap-frogging a last ridge,
 banking sharply over a river,
 two macaws flashing,
 red, yellow, blue from monotonous trees
 under the wings, the pilot, an artist,
 putting him down with a whisper in the forest
 and the forest closing over him for days.
 All around him the trees and risen
 much taller than the walls of Comitan,
 even taller than the trees around Santo Domingo,
 which look now like the tallest on earth,
 and, above the trees, palaces had soared
 at the top of immense stairways
 weeping down into jungle
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 stone tears thru maidenhair

 and other exquisite deep plants.
 There, he said later to a very few,
 he had witnessed events

 unrecorded in any history and not
 to be put down on paper by anyone
 at any time henceforward.
 Flying back, in and out of rain,
 from that imperial place, he had believed
 he might be able to link past and present together
 as no one in any discipline seemed able to do.
 It would take a heavy investment of time,
 perhaps a dozen dialects, he calculated,
 and that would keep him occupied for such
 remaining days as he had left
 - before the reign of ideal time he clamored for.
 He could save a place, this one,
 save a culture,
 link one culture relevantly with another,
 perhaps with all others: many things undreamed of yet
 might be possible from here, and
 "Why should I know them now, in advance",
 he asked (an old temptation),
 moving out of Comitan 7
 and about to go into Dr. Navarro 5, the house he had
 been asked to sit about a week,
 and, from it, you could see the trees
 of Santa Domingo, and the garden was drowning in white
 lillies everywhere you looked...

 He passes first the old Native beggar
 he passes every day, promising that on the last
 day of his stay, or his half century,
 whichever comes first,
 he will drop into his astonished hat,
 the man being blind, a larger note than usual,
 "something being accomplished this way at least"
 he thought to himself as he found again
 the princess he had failed to find in the imperial city,
 tho all he had met had told him of her
 another hundred unrecordable stories:
 "Oh the burden of recorded time" he thought,
 " how it wearies, how it consumes me,"
 (here hearly breaking into Handel as a joke),
 " how it keeps me from that home I have always
 known the place of, (but lost the key so often,
 or deed, or right of entry) - lost to so much
 FOOLISHNESS" he hollered all of a sudden, as
 he went thru the door, causing a scatter
 among the grackles, and the princess laughed, "So
 let the order of ideal time" he repeated
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 "be asserted and let me
 be at the center
 now without leaving it
 in the fire which is still and does not consume."
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 Narrative/invocation of, and to,
 the place Klukwan

 After months of stubble:
 green trees,

 sky-spears,
 everything vertical,

 jagged now,
 the raven over all.

 I am a child
 eighteen or so -

 no one has paid enough
 attention to me as a child,

 least of all myself.
 Trying to reach

 outside my frame,
 some otherness:
 well, my old teacher, the Great Jew,
 raven of France,

 in love with such as these,
 reading his Asdiwal:

 found rock at sea,
 hero in middle,

 caught between earth and sky:
 and/well:

 what should poor fellows as I do,
 nichtwahr,

 but follow?

 Now I am here.
 Alaskan Airlines pamphlet:
 "How to look at Totems."

 "Village of Klukwan
 northernmost

 outpost of Thlingeet
 Chilkat River

 some of the finest
 houseposts & housescreens

 in all Alaska."

 Village about as silent as most.
 Streets virtually deserted.
 Middle of main street,
 old lady being helped into a car
 just as we get there.
 We had an introduction from a friend
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 (most beautiful American woman)
 to her grandmother
 (oldest American woman)

 who makes the last Chilkat blankets
 (American)
 at the village of Klukwan.
 Our stars are dead.

 Just before Haines,
 roadside cemetery:

 one tomb with a Thlingeet bear,
 one with the Star of David.

 You could, Klukwan,
 with your Jewish names

 in this Protestant idyll,
 convert to Judaism wholesale

 and confound the neighbors!
 Do it for good, nichwahr?

 (I should write to the Chief:)

 "Klukwan,
 you could accommodate
 those famous housescreens
 and charge the Wasp a mint
 when he came by to see them!
 Klukwan,
 stone faces Klukwan,
 dog in the manager Klukwan
 with the big bone
 you cannot use,
 the big bone rotting
 in its trough unseen
 either by you
 or other men,
 because the museums
 all over the world
 are full of Klukwan
 (and the chief
 who took the Klukwan things
 died mysteriously).

 Dead new houses
 without eyes,
 fluorescent lighting
 never turned on,
 and the streets,
 the paralysis!
 The synagogues of Poland,
 also of wood,
 exist only
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 in photographs now,
 and you, Klukwan,
 sitting on
 the useless bone,
 the wood rotting,
 the masks leaking
 out of their eyes,
 drowning out
 the legends...

 You people
 with the names of Jews
 and the last secrets

 of goat-hair property,
 how just it is
 that I should pay
 for my fathers' sins
 who paid for
 the sins of theirs!

 Right, Klukwan?
 Do not the Jews refuse
 to speak to the Germans
 and do not refuse,
 with your German Jewish fathers,
 to speak with us?

 - all white men of one face,
 with stone eyes,
 of whom no questions are asked,
 to find out their kind,

 with never the right shade of eyes,
 whose eyes, if blue, shld. be brown,
 whose eyes, if brown, shld. be blue,
 ghosts, all ghosts

 after the great destruction?"

 I have dreamed of this place twenty-five years,
 so long

 even my dreams are historical.
 The omens

 have not been good: this block at Klukwan.
 We shall discuss it

 all down the coast, get explanations,
 how many whites came by to take out Klukwan,
 how every day offers are made for Klukwan.
 Down the coast they are making plans,
 building museums for Klukwan and suchlike places
 but Klukwan doesn't send its things to museums,
 nor make a museum for itself.

 Down the coast, the poles die also,
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 the great poles lie rotting in the forests
 unvisited by anyone, except rats and beavers,
 shown no kindness by anyone, no remembrance.

 When it could hve been so beautiful, after all,
 the mumbling over,

 the invitation out that everyone should join the clan!
 But the suffering:

 too long.
 And that pride

 The matter of Klukwan
 sticks like a fishbone in my throat,

 the anxiety...
 is terrible.

 In plain language.
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 Coda

 To be crucified
 is not to be nailed to a tree.

 It is to be watched by your closest friends,
 the desert deer of the tiptop sky,
 while you grow into your own tree -
 and they do not take the time off
 to unlock their horns

 even to pull you down.
 Son of Man:
 set a dog down
 in the middle of anywhere
 in this interminable movie
 and he will start about his business

 immediately sniffing
 despite the fact that it is ANYWHERE.
 For us. And what is anywhere
 to a dog? And what is anywhere to us?
 How do we know where is WHERE?
 and whether to start here, continue, or finish
 anything -

 HERE, or in any other space?
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 Old savage/young city

 From the inner skin of my dreams,
 from the womb's lining turned inside out,
 where the soaring pine cone once nestled;
 from the capsized backbone of my iron ship
 that ploughed the rorqual, now a harpoon
 thrust navel-deep into the fallow sky,
 this knowledgeable heart, magic artificer,
 convenes the mystery of all that I have ever known
 and I find myself delighted again to belong to this world.

 Streets like flexed muscles cannot knock me out:
 I guess as far as power reaches, or indifference,
 and then I have grown so used to sleep-walking
 that sleep's no problem now.

 Early I acquired the habit of looking for the eternal side of things,
 tried to accomplish, in silence, what enthusiasts by the score
 never even wished to begin. All for a smile's sake,
 chivalrous above each proffered sacrifice.

 Thus I cannot be frightened by these heroic tantrums,
 this evangelism in the canyons of noon.

 With trust in the continuity of all action
 and stillness where the crowd core pulses;
 frequently knowing I end a deed in its beginning,
 tender in nurturing my small mistakes
 in the daily quest for equilibrium between love and solitude,
 I condemn them, knowing that I am ever of this life.

 Delighted to belong to this world in my own autumn,
 because I never take without giving in return,
 never allowing a present even a flutter in my hand,
 yet only reciprocating at the long long last
 when the donor has forgotten what he gave -
 for everything surrounding me forgets,
 cities lose remembrance in their veins,
 their ceremonial pattern fades,
 their quick-step echoes die away,

 only the shaman frolicks, mocking his own mask,
 whole capitals crumbling while he counts his fingers...

 an honest servant accused of selfishness!
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 //

 That which achieves its little ends by little means consoles me:
 in a mausoleum details matter:

 The way in which a nail mates with its wall,
 a doormat yields under the feet of those who go in and out,
 a doorknob cools a sweating hand,

 put me in touch with lives I have had difficulty in reconciling,
 open the algebraic eyes of paradise.

 ///

 There is not enough room in the sausage factories
 so they take new measures and kill pigs in the street.

 We do that, now and again, inside our community houses
 but only when some important day of the gods is at hand.

 Here there is no sign of the gods in the streets
 and everyone walks by without raising his hat.

 Some pale eyes blink but forget soon enough.

 IV

 The solitary man responds to matter
 by taking it with him,
 anchored to his soles and heels.

 Others wallow in their freehold muck,
 deprived of the whitewashing dividend of visions.

 He who laughs within himself as he gazes around him,
 seeing nothing but his eyes' laughter in others' eyes,
 bears his own problems on his own shoulders
 like a diminutive circus of birds,

 without ever travelling from one city to another,
 ever crossing a street,
 or leaving a room to go down into the street,
 (and so forth)
 whiling his dusks away going home,
 recalling his own sky and humming a love song.



 A body on the morning after love is a jungle of smells,
 inexplorable as a swamp, its sex closed.

 A city after two or three weeks of being lived in,
 accumulating its more and more exasperated skyscrapers,
 becomes a terrified hermaphrodite looking for itself.
 Male endures, female forgets.

 VI

 Darker than my loves themselves darker than white:

 Some Capitol unsealed by technicians has engendered them
 and dropped them on the streets
 where they change in a trice to black swans.
 Then positive is negative again within the camera,
 the roofs close in with the grace of trees, excluding light.

 Chocolate-eyed Cassandras, marvellous with hunger,
 the black girls glisten as they walk away

 more naked than if they were naked.

 VII

 The professional suburbs are peaceful.
 Mr Western goes home, forgets time and space,
 puts on a docile dressing-gown,
 recovers his absolute self,
 wires roses to his love.

 Unless she phones from far away to say that, tonight,
 she flatters another man, the next night weds another
 and so until this time next week or the week after.

 This anthropologist translates romance to ritual.
 Each footnote's rare, already obsolete.

 VIII

 Aeons of frustrated flight,
 the queen's nuptial indifference,
 profit us nothing.
 By betting all on building, man alone destroys.
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 No eschatology distracts the ravaging bee
 from voyage to the sun. But man eliminates
 time's architecture in the plan,
 each nail, each brick, each girder in the mould.

 I remain, planted everywhere, like pine needles.
 I slouch, unwieldy as a fossil beast.
 I am the lodestar of all faces, the slumbering animal.

 IX

 A raven death hovers above the river

 grey with sarcophagi.

 If the other world, as some myths have it, were similar to ours
 and if all the ocean liners went there together on a given day
 sailing towards an identical fresh city
 with legions of garish dead aboard
 who would be helpless without their desks
 and phones and sexy secretaries
 or (talk of pleasures) without cigarettes
 bitter and human by comparison with their smokers, still

 somewhere before the latter end there should be pity for them:
 the air might be yielding and tender a few feet above the water,
 softer than in the whaling seas where coffins are of coral and amber.

 X

 My face, when all is said and done, looks like a city too,
 each wrinkle a street more or less in shadows by the watch,
 shallow or deep, depending on its traffic of emotions.

 Sometimes I lift my arms to the sky like skyscrapers
 to join in similar lament, with ships coming and going,
 and sometimes my thoughts follow surprising thoroughfares
 with very few crossroads and intersections.
 Then my logic tightens and shines, especially at night,
 for a wind-thrashed old lady walks by me.

 She is as beautiful as love.

 On the day the earth achieved enlightenment -
 as it is said: each blade of grass shall know itself
 knowing the wind it bends to its own purpose -
 on the day our people went down to the sea
 and welcomed in the dead from the breakers,
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 feasting them for a week with nothing withheld,
 before they took them back again to the shore;
 on the day the living and the dead walked hand in hand,
 harvesting to themselves their far-flung fathers
 who had heaved with the whale in the deep
 and haunted with their wings the arctic hare,
 on that day I was exiled and came to this city.

 She is as beautiful as love.

 Can I ever forget her? Tonight, sitting here, now, together,
 we could be anywhere in the world, in any season, at any moment -
 I have gathered her to my arms as the pines gather birds.
 I call her mother and all her age-mates mother, as I once did,
 I call her sister, daughter, lover, wife, and all, as I once adored her,
 by the same token of oblivion.

 I am profoundly lonely within myself, lonely in the land's bowels,
 as lonely as a man can be... but this is not her business.

 Cities devour her face.

 New York 1953-Cambridge 1963
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 Dog viewing deer: songs of death, resurrection and
 the movie market.

 First animal song

 Engaged by destiny
 to be born a dog on earth

 while the deer
 in a whirlwind of flowers
 from the heart of his mouth
 hurls back the tide of death
 out of the planet's plaza
 to save all other deer.

 The small dog with a broken leg
 held out in front of him like a branch

 follows the procession
 and the lame large dogs
 follow the procession,
 all saving their souls as best they can
 in the shadows of their beaten masters.

 First Jesus-the-Sun song

 Are you a friend of Jesus-the-Sun
 who married the moon, who married the moon?
 - I was his friend when the world was young
 and he was climbing a ladder in the sky.
 - And are you still a friend of Jesus-the-Sun?
 - Now he continues climbing to the sky
 but the ladder has long now fallen away,
 the ladder has long since fallen away
 and it is hard to be friends with such a man.
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 Second animal song

 Listen says the little dog:
 you can hear the sound
 of my heart breaking into flower
 as I watch the deer in his storm of drums

 dancing in the grove of young greens
 while an indigo night hangs above us.
 Above this deer flies the deer of the immense sky
 holding up the stars cradled on his horns
 like angles in arms. I think
 says the little dog
 there must be a dog of the immense sky
 beside him, perhaps holding the moon
 in his friendly mouth -
 and he licks her with frenzy,
 giving her such pleasure
 she lolls sideways, her breasts flowing,
 as her bed floats up into the sky.

 Second Jesus-the-Sun song

 Jesus-the-Sun is a small, lean man
 with a scarlet apoplectic face
 who never takes any exercise.
 He is bald with a crown of snowy hair,
 he has a pinched nose and pinball eys,
 an icicle beard drips from his chin.
 He tries new words as if his mouth were full of flowers

 but they turn to dust on his teeth, falling away
 down to the desert floor. His words are grey:
 they are the words he's stolen all his life
 from the previous Suns. There must be a big bird
 invisible to us, eating out of his guts
 sometime between the morning star and dawn
 at the time it is hardest for us to continue

 doing all we've done for life, for several lives.
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 Third animal song

 I have cancer says the little dog.
 The deer is silent. It is
 incurable says the little dog

 while the other dogs moan roundabout.
 The deer continues silent. After a while:
 I am your closest friend says the deer.
 - I thought you were the friend of Jesus-the-Sun
 who married Mary-the-Moon
 says the little dog while the other dogs weep.
 The deer's eyes fill with tears descending
 from where they have been cradled on the horns.
 It is all one says the deer. The little dog nods.
 But he thinks that Jesus has never had cancer.

 It is a private thought he keeps to himself
 as he joins yet another procession around town.

 Third Jesus-the-Sun song

 Jesus-the-Sun has become an old man
 his eyes are lead, his face is ashes
 he has no power anymore.
 It is time for another sun - but neither we
 nor the previous Suns know how to make one.
 Jesus-the-Sun will never help you now
 he'll listen to your prayers forever - but he will not
 help. We don't know at all who hears them anymore
 the prayers that take us to the land of flowers

 where the valleys put out their tongues of gold
 and the mountains have ears of silver.
 The old often go deaf. His ears may also be grey.
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 Fourth animal song

 Unmistakeable glamor attaches to the deer.
 His profile is finer than Rudolf Valentino's
 and his chest is a symposium of movie stars.
 His headcloth disappears into another life,
 the life of Hollywood perhaps or Beverley Hills,
 from which the white light of all our joy emerges.

 His belt is a sphere of everlasting music,
 a belt of marracas and whistling harps,
 playing like planets round the sun unceasingly.
 His skirt is as dark as swimming pools at night
 fringed with the palm trees of desert America,
 holding Mary-the-Moon locked into his thighs
 like Dorothy Lamour in a slipstream of fishes.

 His ankles rasp their bones when rubbed together
 so that the dead talk together, passing messages.
 His feet reach down into the graves of his sires
 back to the first deer buried on mountain tops,
 looking down on all the fields and forests they browsed
 before man came to Wyoming or to California.
 The dog has no ancestors - or they are forgotten,
 left behind with Bogie in desert Casablanca,
 gone where all the dogs have gone to nothingness.
 Dog bones are shattered whistles, dog skins exploded drums.
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